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A Sleepy Little Town
Read the following passage carefully:
It was at Gunupur, a sleepy little town in Koraput, that I had gained my first acquaintance
with any river. It was the Vamsadhara. It remained shallow and as transparent as glass
almost all through the season that I was there. Numerous tiny fish swam with or against its
placid current and played hide and seek amidst the pebbles at its bottom.
Gazing at them for hours on end, sitting on the sandy river bank, was a great help to me. I
could wash away my anguish and disgust over life. The anguish and disgust were caused
by my guardians. They insisted on my taking to as irrational an occupation as learning how
to read and write. I had already lived five long years without facing the slightest challenge to
my existence on account of my innocence of reading and writing. What was their relevance
then ? Would the sweetmeats taste sweeter if I could read ? Would the rainbow or the hills
or the river look more charming if I could write?
I had gained a delightful acquaintance a few days earlier. He was Appu. We talked on
several vital issues such as how a little imp residing in an old, abandoned well behind
Appu’s hut popped up from time to time at night with the sole purpose of making faces at
Appu, or how a shooting star which had fallen on the hilltop was still smouldering when
Appu’s father went up and Lighted a bidi from the last flame coming from it, and so on and
so forth, in the course of which I asked him, ‘Have you Learnt the alphabet?’
‘Which son of a father in this wide world would dare to make me do that sort of thing ?‘ he
challenged, his arms akimbo. The next moment he shouted, ‘Run away boy, escape with
your dear Life!’ and sprinted off like a shooting star.
Surprised, I looked in every direction. There was no sign of any wolf or tiger or demon or
ghoul anywhere around. The only living soul, birds and a few animals apart, was a tall, fair
and heavily moustached man. Holding something like a sword, he walked through the
bushy meadow beyond the sand. He took no notice of me, and entered a solitary one-room
house with a tin roof, surrounded by shrubs.
Appu, back in a few minutes, enlightened me about the stranger. Inside that little house
detached from the locality, the man engaged in the strange act of butchering goats; once in
a while, for a change, he caught hold of a boy and dragged him in and finished him off in a
trice. Appu stared and caressed his neck while passing on the last bit of information in a
whisper.
One day at noon, Appu and I proceeded towards that dreadful cabin. We practically rolled
all the way on the ground so that nobody saw us. The door was ajar. We peeped in, the
floor was swampy with a thick plaster of blood. The sight and smell were depressing. Who
knew how much blood had flowed from the goats, and how much from the missing boys?
1.

Answer the following questions briefly:
(a) How old was the narrator?
(b) What was the reason for his anguish and disgust?
(c) Write the phrase in para 3 that tells that Appu was a friend of the narrator whose
company made him happy.
(d) What do you think ‘a little imp’ is ? (choose) A tiny creature with magical powers/A
wizard with a dirty face.

2.

3.

Complete the following sentences:
(a) The narrator was able to see numerous tiny fish playing hide and seek inside the river
because
(b) He spent hours
Find words/phrases that mean the same as:
(a) Calm, undisturbed (para 1)
(b) With the hands on the hips and elbows bent outwards (para 4)
Olympic Heroes
Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow:

1.

It was no longer an ordinary Olympic final. There were two heroes in the great drama, both
running as if their lives depended on the race. Hans Grodotski, a German with golden hair,
was catching up with Halberg. Now Halberg was not fighting the others, but only against
himself. His body was crying out for rest; it wanted to fall quietly on the ground and go to
sleep. His body said the Grodotski, or anyone else, could have the race. But his mind and
spirit would not allow the body to win.
He could now see the white tape at the finishing line. On the other side of the tape, he told
himself, he would find peace and rest. Grodotski was only 9 meters behind him as they
went round the last bend in the track. Halberg prepared himself for the last effort in case
Grodotski overtook him.
But Grodotski never did, Halberg fell into the tape and rolled to the ground; Grodotski was 7
meters behind. Halberg’s friends gathered around the fallen body. Their minds were full of
anxiety. But there was that faint smile in his face.
After his great victory in the 5000-metre race, everyone thought that Halberg would win the
1O,000-metre race easily. But Lydiard found a change in Halberg now. The desire to win
was gone. Murray Halberg had discovered, in those last minutes of the race, that victory
was not so important. He still had to live his own life, to do other things. When Halberg had
fallen across the finishing tape a door had opened in his life. He had found a new meaning
in life. He did not run in the 10,000-metre race.
When he was returning home he heard, in Singapore, that his wife had given birth to their
first daughter. Compared to this great prize, the Olympic Gold Medal which he had won did
not seem very important. His courage had made him immortal in the history of sports, but
now he had to live the life of an ordinary mortal.
In the next three years, Murray Halberg ran many races and won many prizes. But never
again did he feel that he was a running machine. He wanted a chance to do something
useful with his life.
The chance came in 1963. That year, in Toronto (Canada), he gave a talk at a meeting of
sportswriters. A lot of money was raised, and it was used to help the crippled, disabled
children of Canada, who could not walk or take part in any game. Murray found that he
could make himself useful to his fellow-men at last. Back in New Zealand, he took up
seriously the task of helping crippled children. Many famous sportsmen joined him in this
work, and a fund called the ‘Murray Halberg Trust Fund for Crippled Children’ was started.
Murray Halberg is now almost 45 years old, the father of three children. He has worked
among crippled children for more than 15 years. During this time, he says, he has seen
courage which makes Olympic victories seem very small. He knows a boy who had lost
both his feet, but ran on the stumps of his feet in a race for crippled children. He speaks
also of another boy whose entire body was paralysed below his shoulders, but who won a
prize for swimming 400 meters in the open sea.

1.

Complete the following statements:
(a) Halberg was physically so tired that _________
(b) He continued to run as _____________
(c) In the Last moments of the race he realized ______________
(d) He decided to devote himself _____________

2.

3.

Fill in the blanks with One word only :
Halberg was not (a) _____________ the others but only against himself. He was tired and
he wanted to (b) ____________ on the ground. But his mind and spirit did not (c)
_________ him
to do so. He prepared himself bravely and (d) _________ his rival.
Find words from the passage which mean the same:
(a) simple (Para 1) (b) triumph (Para 4)

Q.3.

Choose the right modal.

1.

You……………………… cross the road only at a zebra crossing or when it is a red signal.
(Can/cannot/should not/needn’t)
There’s someone outside. Perhaps, it……………………… be John. (Can/could/may/would)
Don’t put your entire weight on the chair it breaks. (Can/could/will/shall)
He has not come by now . It clearly indicates that he……………………… be interested in
playing for his school team (May/might not/needn’t/must not)
Anyone ……………………… learn swimming. (Can/cannot/need/shall)
Dianosaurs ……………………… grow up to 20 meters. (Can/could/need/will)
Our team ………………………have won the match but we did not participate.(
can/could/ought
to/used to)
My throat is very sore and painful. I……………………… go and see the doctor today.
(Must/should/need/shall)
This dress ………………………be washed because it has to be dry cleaner. (Must/can/must
n’t/used to)
You started the argument ………………………therefore you ………………apologies.
(shall/can/should /need)
Complete the story on the following beginning
Once there was a poor weaver named Sam. He was very lazy………………………
Computers have become a rage with children. The image shows young children glued to
their computers. Computers play a major role in today’s age but one must understand its
function as a major distraction. Write an article highlighting the role of computers and also
pointing out the hazards their excessive use can cause. You are Nikhil/Neha.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Q.4.
Q.5.
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Identify the kind of motion in the following cases:
(i) A car moving with constant speed .
(ii) An electron orbiting around nucleus.
2.
Define average speed.
3.
Difference between speed and velocity.
4.
Define uniform acceleration. What is the acceleration of a body moving with uniform velocity?
5.
Derive the equation of motion by graphical method.
6.
A train starting from rest attains a velocity of 72 km/h in 5 minutes. Assuming the
acceleration is uniform, find
(i) the acceleration.
(ii) the distance travelled by the train for attaining this velocity.
7.
The graph given alongside shows how the speed of a car changes with time.
(i) What is the initial speed of the car?
(ii) What is the maximum speed attained by the car?
(iii) Which part of the graph shows zero acceleration?
(iv) Which part of the graph shows varying retardation?
(v) Find the distance travelled in first 8 hours.

8.

9.
10 .
11.
12.
13 .

A car accelerates from 6 ms–1 16 ms–1 in 10 sec. Calculate
(a) the acceleration and
(b) the distance covered by the car in that time.
explain force and effect of force ?
derive mathematically 2nd law of motion?
explain law of conservation of momentum?
There are three solids made up of aluminium, steel and wood, of the same shape and same
volume. Which of them would have highest inertia?
Velocity versus time graph of a ball of mass 50 g rolling on a concrete floor is shown in Fig.
9.1. Calculate the acceleration and frictional force of the floor on the ball.

14.

15.

16.

17.
18.
19.
20.

An object of mass 2 kg is sliding with a constant velocity of 4 m s–1 on a frictionless horizontal
table. The force required to keep the object moving with the same velocity is
(a) 32 N
(b) 0 N
(c) 2 N
(d) 8 N
Rocket works on the principle of conservation of
(a) mass
(b) energy
(c) momentum
(d) velocity
A water tanker filled up to 2 / 3 of its height is moving with a uniform speed. On sudden
application of the brake, the water in the tank would
(a) move backward
(b) move forward
(c) be unaffected
(d) rise upwards
The earth is acted upon by gravitation of Sun, even though it does not fall into the Sun. Why?
explainkeplers law of planetary motion ?
derive an expression for gravitational acceleration ?
explain universal law of gravitation and what will be the force of gravitation between earth and
1 kg object placed on the surface of the earth?
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Name the particles which determine the mass of an atom. Justify your answer with an
example.
Who discovered the Neutron ? state the charge and mass of Neutrons.
What do you understand by an octet of Electrons in the valence shell ?
Which properties of an element can be used for its identity ?
Name any 2 noble gases. Why noble gases are inert ?
State two main postulates of Thomson’s model of an atom ?
How Rutherford proved that positively charged particles are present in the nucleus of an
atom.
Isotops of an element have similar chemical properties. Proove it
Write the postulates of Bohr model of an atom
Identify the most stable atom from the following? Why ?
)
)
iii)
iv)
Na+ has completely filled K and L shells Explain
Name the particles which actually determine the mass of an atom.
Name the fundamental particle whose relative charge is
1) +1
2) -1
3) 0
What does the symbol
stand for ?
Why did Rutherford select a gold foil for his -ray scattering experiment?
List application of any 3 isotopes in various field?
Explain how an average atomic mass of isotopes of can calculate by taking an example
In an atom contains one electron and one proton , will it carry any charge/not.
Name the three subatomic particles of an atom
Name the elements whose isotopes are used in
i) Nuclear Reaction U-235
ii) Treatment of cancor CO.60
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Name the tissue which is present at the growing tips of stem and roots.
Ans: apical meristem
What do you mean by parenchyma?
Ans: parenchyma is a kind of Simple permanent tissues provides turgidity to cells and store food and
excretory substances.
Name the tissue which allows easy bending in various parts of a plant.
Ans: Collenchyma is a kind of Simple permanent tissues Provides flexibility to plant parts which allows easy
bending in various parts of a plant.
What is lignin.
Ans: Lignin is a complex polymer that is present in Schlerenchymatic tissues. Lignin is water proof
material.
Name the part of phloem with perforated walls.
Ans: Sieve tubes. of Phloem tissues are responsible for conduction of nutrients. Sieve tubes have
perforated walls but lack a nucleus. Companion cells, phloem parenchyma and phloem fibers are other
parts of phloem.
what are companion cells and are associated with what?
Ans: Companion cells are the specialized parenchyma cells associated with the sieve tube elements of
phloem. They help in the development and function of a sieve-tube element. ompanion cells move
sugars and amino acids into and out of the sieve elements.
What do you mean by differentiation?
Ans: The cells of permanent tissue loose the capacity to divide and attain a permanent shape, size and
function.
Which structure protects the plant body against the invasion of parasites?
Ans: The dermal tissue of plants and hard cuticle covering protect the plant body from invasion of parasites
and other harmful agents.
What is the function of xylem?
Ans: Xylem is a kind of conductive tissue that moving water from the roots through the stems to the
leaves.
Who coins term tissue? What is histology?
Ans: Term tissue was coined by Bichat. Branch of biology deals with the study of tissue is called Histology .
Differentiate between plant and animal tissues.
Ans:

a. Name the animal tissue which is present in the larynx.
b. Write the chemical nature of this tissue.
c. What function does it perform?
Ans: a. Cartilage
b. Proteins and sugar
c. Smoothens body surface at joints and helps in easy bending.

13.
14.

15.

16.

17.
Ans:
18.

19.

20.

Why is parenchyma called permanent tissue/
Ans: Because it takes up a specific role, lose the ability to divide and have differentiated cells.
Why are complex tissue called so?
Ans: Because they are made up of more than one type of cells and coordinate to perform a common
function.
What are the characteristics of permanent tissue?
Ans: Cells within meristematic tissue are self-renewing, meaning that every time they divide, one new
cellremains meristematic, while the second heads off to become a programmed or specialized mature cell.
All cells within meristematic tissue are living, while other plant tissue can be made of both living and dead
cells. Meristematic cells have thin cell walls, small or no vacuoles, which are stored organelles, and large
prominent nucleus.
Draw a well labeled diagram of 0different type of muscle cells.
Ans:

Why is blood considered as connective tissue?
Blood is fluid connective tissue because the main feature of fluid connectivetissue is connecting
different tissues or parts of the body and having matrix.
Why smooth muscles are called visceral muscles?
Ans: Visceral muscle tissue, or smooth muscle, is tissue associated with the internal organs of the body,
especially those in the abdominal cavity.
Functions of stomata.
Ans: The tiny pores or openings present under the leaves of the plants is called stomata. Two functions of
stomata: (i) It helps in transpiration (ii) It helps in exchange of gases which takes place inside the plant cells.
Difference between tendons and ligaments.
Ans:
Tendons
It connects muscles with
bones
Tendons are very tough
and inelastic
They are made up of
white fibrous tissue

Ligaments
It connects bone to bone
Ligaments are elastic
They are made up of
yellow elastic fibres.
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Q1.
What problems were brought by industrialisation?
Q2.
What is bhabhar?
Q3.
From which region river Krishna rises?
Q4.
Who were called 'blacks' in South Africa?
Q5.
What is a party ticket?
Short answer type question:
Q6.
What are the main factors for production of goods and services?
Q7.
Describe the vision of Robert Owen and Louis Blanc?
Q8.
Who was Dr. B. R. Ambedkar? How did he play a key role in the making of Indian constitution?
Q9.
How are constituencies for Lok Sabha decided by Election Commission?
Q10. Classify the Northern Plains on the basis of its location?
Q11. How does the Brahmaputra river enter India? Which are its tributaries?
Q12. When was the constitution completed and why was it imposed on 26 January 1950?
Q13. How does the principle of " universal adult franchise " work in the Indian democracy?
Q14. Is it important to increase the area under irrigation and why?
Q15. Explain the term " unemployment " in the context of India.
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